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Crossing of Cyclotron and Spin Resonances in Two-Dimensional Coulomb Gas
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We predict the Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations of the fine structure of the cyclotron resonance near
its crossing with the spin resonance in the degenerate two-dimensional Coulomb gas subjected to a
strong tilted magnetic field. The spin-orbit coupling splits these resonances into three lines with the
splitting gaps varying with the filling factor from v„pr to vsopF/J2 at odd- and even-integer filling, re-
spectively. This indicates reentrance of the system into a partially spin-polarized state and can be treat-
ed as manifestation of a new spin-density wave mode in it.

PACS numbers: 73.20.Mf

Previous studies [1-6] of both the cyclotron resonance
(CR) and electron spin resonance (ESR) in the two-
dimensional (2D) electron gas have confirmed the validi-

ty of Kohn's and Larmor's theorems for quantum systems
with pronounced Coulomb correlations. That is, the
analysis of the charge- and spin-density wave excitations
has proved that the Coulomb and exchange effects in an
ideally pure 2D system with a parabolic dispersion of
electrons do not renormalize either the cyclotron or ESR
frequencies, as compared to the single particle ones.
More recent CR studies have shown that the above state-
ment is conditioned by the features of a single particle
spectrum itself. For example, in systems with a nonpara-
bolic conduction band the detailed structure of the CR
line is sensitive to the Coulomb correlations among car-
riers [7,8] and does not coincide with those obtained from
the scheme of nonequidistant Landau levels.

In the present paper we study the interplay between the
electron-electron interaction in 2D electron gas (in a sin-

gle ideally pure heterostructure or quantum well) and
spin-orbit coupling (due to the lack of inversion symme-
try in the system) under specific conditions of artificial
degeneracy of spin-split Landau levels [9,10]. This situa-
tion can be realized in the 2D electron gas by subjecting
it to a strongly tilted magnetic field so that this strong
tilting makes up for the relative smallness of the electron

g factor [11,12] and provides to, =eH, /mc = ta, =pgH/h
(let us assume g )0). In this case the degenerate Lan-
dau levels with different spins are resonantly mixed and
then split in the first order on spin-orbital interaction
[13], and the analysis below deals with the influence of
the Coulomb correlations on the fine structure of the CR
near its crossing with the ESR.

To anticipate a little, we can say that the electron-
electron interaction has two important consequences
which make this crossing diA'erent in the Coulomb and
noninteracting gas. The first stems from the fact that the
crossings CR-ESR and CR-combined frequency reso-
nance (CFR) are resolved by the exchange interaction
[3], and mixing and splitting involve different hybridized
collective modes, as compared to free electrons [13].

Another feature of the interacting electron system con-
sists of its transition to a collective spin-polarized state
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FIG. l. Inter-Landau-level transitions involved in the exciton
formation: (a) v 2n + 1; (b) v =2n

near the spin-split Landau levels crossing at even-integer
filling factor, as predicted by Giuliani and Quinn [9] and
probably observed by Koch et al. [12] in In Ga~ —„As-
InP heterostructures. The exchange interaction of elec-
trons stimulates the spin alignment, so that the electron
gas at the CR-ESR crossing point has to be already po-
larized. The occupation of two excess Landau levels with
the same spins produces a new spin-density wave mode
which cannot manifest itself in ordinary spin resonance
absorption but aA'ects the fine structure of CR at its
crossing with ESR, so that we are able to propose the way
for its indirect observation.

In studying this problem, we use the approach of
inter Landau le-vel excit-ons [3,5, 14]. This approach is
applicable to completely filled 2D Landau levels and, for-
mally, requires that the planar cyclotron energy hta, be
larger than the Coulomb energy e /gA, H. It is based on
the fact that the electrons from the filled Landau levels
and the positive background of donors form a homogene-
ous neutral system [15] with chargeless excitations com-
posed, as illustrated in Fig. 1, of an electron at one of the
empty Landau levels [say, N=(n, a)] correlated with a
hole (empty state) at one of the completely filled ones
[N'=(n', a'), a = J or t]. As long as such excitations are
neutral, their total momenta Q are exact quantum num-
bers, in spite of the presence of a quantizing magnetic
field [3,5, 14]. After accounting for the spin degree of
freedom (conserved in the Coulomb interaction), we get
the basic set 0'tvtv (Q) ~0) of low-lying excited states
where 4'tvtv (Q) are the creation and +tvtv (Q) the annihi-
lation operators of two particle excitations [16],

+tvtv'(Q) =Z e 'tttvt atv't —g, .
P
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In Eq. (1) we use the gauge A = ( —H, y+Hrz, —H z, O)

and the dimensionless momenta Q and p measured in

units I/kH of the inverse magnetic length XH = (Ac/
eH, ) 't; ~0) denotes the ground state.

In terms of the excitons [3,5], we are allowed to re-
place the exact many-body Hamiltonian of 2D electrons,
0=Hp+ V 0+ U, by the set of finite-size matrices,

H(g~)(~~) =(Ol+gg (Q»+we (Q) I»
—B~gb~g&OiHiO&, (2)

each acting in its own subspace of excitonic states with a
fixed 2D momentum Q and total projection of a spin to
the axis h=H/H. The pairs of Landau-level numbers
(NN') and (NN') serve as indices of these matrices, and

can be enumerated using the scheme of inter-Landau-
level transitions in Fig. 1. Each matrix has a block-
diagonal form with off-diagonal elements describing the
conversion of one of the excitations, +iviv(Q)~0), into
another, +&~,(Q) ~0), in the course of Coulomb collisions

V„=g v n + 1 (a tl) a„+1)),aso+ H.c.),
n, p

(3)

where a„=v„(h)6/kH is defined in terms of the nominal
spin-orbital velocity i „(h) (slightly modulated by the
magnetic field orientation with respect to crystalline axes
l13]).

In what follows, the spin-orbit coupling is treated as a
weak perturbation which mixes a finite number of collec-
tive modes (with co= to, =to, ) originally formed due to
the electron-electron Coulomb interaction. The latter is

accounted for in the Hamiltonian H by the term

or their mixing due to the spin-orbit coupling.
The single particle part Ho =geivaiv~aiv~ of the Hamil-

tonian H produces the diagonal terms in the matrix rep-
resentation of Eq. (2). The spin-orbit interaction V„
couples the charge- and spin-density wave excitations in

the gas and under conditions of degeneracy of spin-split
Landau levels has the form

U =— dxdx' yt(x) yt(x'), y(x'))ir(x) =—1,t t, e, 1
" dq 2tte

lp t(q) p(q) —p(0) l,
2 " Z I

x —x'I 2 " (2tr) gqkH
(4)

where g is the effective dielectric constant of a media, and

p(q) represents the Fourier transform of the electron
density operator in terms of creation, a&p and annihila-
tion, a~&, operators at Landau levels. To designate inter-
mediate stages of calculations which give us the form of
matrices in Eq. (2), we use definitions of Eq. (I), the
algebra of operators a~1& and a~&, and the fact that all
Landau levels at zero temperature are either completely
occupied or empty. This kind of calculation can be refor-
mulated in the diagrammatic language, and we refer an
interested reader to earlier works [3,14].

The case of the unit fillin of the lowest Landau level,
v=1, provides us with the most clear example, because
there is a single magnetoplasma mode, co~|= co, +Qe /
26@, in the system which can be weakly coupled with a
single spin exciton, co(Q 0) =tL), [3,5]. Therefore, the
absorption peak near the crossing co, =co, is split by the
spin-orbit coupling into two peaks of equal intensities,
a)+ =(a), +co, )/2~ [(co, —0), ) /4+81] 't, which corre-
sponds to the usual anticrossing structure of the CR-ESR

degeneracy point. The splitting gap between peaks is 26'],

&i =I&so/&I =pF| s, (h), where pF is the zero-field Fermi
momentum in the gas [17].

With higher odd integer fil-ling there are four degen-

erate excitons near the crossing, as shown in Fig. 1(a).
Two of them correspond to transitions between neighbor-

ing Landau levels without change of a spin, which, never-

theless, does not indicate the coexistence of two indepen-

dent cyclotron resonances in the system. The electromag-
netic field can only excite them in the combination, ~~~,

of the charge-density wave which has the linear disper-
sion a)zl(Q) =to, +ttcr,~g/g at small wave vectors coin-

ciding with that of the classical magnetoplasma oscilla-

tions. Another mode, +,d, is optically passive, but near
CR-ESR crossing the spin-orbit coupling gets it mixed up
with +]I„I and %'~t~ excitations, since at Q =0 it is degen-

erate with them [3].
The reduced excitonic representation of the Hamiltoni-

an H(Q 0) now takes the form of the 4&&4 matrix,

a,o/v 2n + 1
—2a,oJn (n + 1 )/(2n + 1 )

a,*ov2n+ I

a,*./ J2n + 1

—2a,*odn (n + 1)/(2n + 1) a„J2n+ I

h(2', —ro, )+E

which acts in the basis of states [q ~, q,d, q „1„),
+,+i&, —11]~0). Equation (5) shows that the electron-
electron interaction shifts the energy of the combined fre-
quency resonance mode @~+l ~„—t ~

with respect to the
single particle energy; hence the CR-ESR and CR-CFR
crossings take place at different magnetic field tilting.

Since the additional exchange energy E+ is negative (at
v=3, E+ = —(tr/2) '

—,', e /@AH), the CR-CFR crossing
occurs at co, —co, = ~E~/6 ~, and if the spin-orbit coupling
is weak enough the 4x4 matrix in Eq. (5) can then be re-
placed by two resonant 3x3 ones, each derived from Eq.
(5) near the corresponding crossing point [18].
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and relative efficiencies I~ =0.5/(2n+1) at the cross-
ing [at the lowest v this is about (5-10)% of the total res-
onance intensityl. This gives us the unusual form of the
fine structure of the CR near the crossing point shown in

Fig. 2: Two chipped lines (satellites) which demonstrate
the conventional anticrossing behavior coexist with the
unperturbed CR line. At any odd-integer filling factor
the splitting gaps between satellites,

82„+~ =J2n+ I
Jvv„(h)

pFvso h

are equal to the zero magnetic field spin splitting [19]
(determined by the v„and pF) and are of the same mag-
nitude as at v =1.

The analysis of even integer ftl-ling factors is more
complex because of the complexity of the ground state of
the system close to the artificial degeneracy point. As

compared to the previous case, the pair of degenerate
Landau levels at the even-integer filling is "half filled, "
which gives freedom to their repopulation on approaching
the crossing. It has been shown by Giuliani and Quinn
[9] that the electron-electron interaction gives an earlier
rise to the polarization transition in 2D gas stimulated by
the inter-Landau-level exchange (i.e., at co, & co, ) than
one could expect from the single particle consideration.
At co, =co, the gas in an ideally pure 2D system at zero
temperature forms the polarized and homogeneous
ground state. A weak spin-orbit couplin~ (at v=2 it

should be lasol « —,', E„where E, =(tr/2) ' e /@AH [20],
which requires u„«e /Ag) does not change this result
and perturbs the above ground state and elementary
quasiparticles in it only slightly. This is to say that in ad-

W"2n

c
l

FIG. 2. The CR fine structure near the crossing.

The matrix Hamiltonian describing three inter-Lan-
dau-level excitons which are degenerate under the CR-
ESR crossing conditions is given by the upper left 3X3
block in Eq. (5). In ideally pure systems the limit of
Q =0 is an actual one, and we find the collective excita-
tions spectrum as composed of the "unperturbed" cyclo-
tron resonance mode, cocR=m„with the relative eS-
ciency IcR~1 —(2n+1), and two additional mixed
modes with the frequencies

dition to a single cyclotron mode Oz(il, the polarized
phase has two spin-flip excitation modes +Oto~ and +~ f f j
related to the spin flip at diAerent Landau levels, as
shown in Fig. 1(b). The block of the matrix Hamiltonian
to describe these two is of the form

[2E, ——E[
2 c

——E —E1 ]
2 c 2 c

and shows that real excitons are their symmetric and an-
tisymmetric combinations, (@i1 )(+ eI|(p) )/J2. The sym-
metric mode frequency is exactly equal (at Q=0) to the
Zeeman split ting value, in agreement with Larmor's
theorem. Only this mode can be excited by an external
alternating magnetic field in the ESR experiments,
whereas the new antisymmetric branch of spin +1 exci-
tation with the energy e(g 0) =@co,+E, cannot be
excited in an ordinary spin resonance.

After this we can write the matrix Hamiltonian as

a,. (I+))a,. 0 '
@co,

&so ~ QP

(I+) )a,". 0 hco, +E, H)2

H~2 H22,

where H ~2 describes the decay of the antisymmetric
spin-density wave (4'~

1 i (
—

+plpl )/v 2 into a continuum of
excitations composed of pairs of "cyclotron" (+zli() and
spin + I low-energy (Ipli() excitons, and one can check
[20] that the mode +il~l++J(p()/J2 does not interact
with the continuum spectrum, as it should follow from
Larmor's theorem. Other oA'-diagonal terms in Eq. (8)
owe their appearance to the spin-orbit coupling. The
latter was taken into account in the first order both in the
Hartree-Fock calculation of mixed single particle opera-
tors

b() 2)p x(i 2)ailp+p(] 2)aplp (b2plO) =0, b)plO) =0)

used in the excitons construction [this gives us corrections

y =J2/4E, /( 4 E, + co, —co, )l and in the coupling of
pairs of higher Landau levels. After the Hartree-I ock
procedure, the "spontaneous" creation of 0 b,b, excitons is
forbidden in the lowest order on e„, and the cyclotron
mode is also decoupled from two-excitonic states.

Although at co, = co, the optically active cyclotron
mode +2) f) can be mixed only with a symmetric spin ex-
citon, the interaction of these two is su%ciently affected
just by the existence of the antisymmetric branch of
spin-density waves. Indeed, this mode manifests itself in

reduction by the factor of I/J2 of ESR-CR coupling,
since the direct spin-orbit interaction (initially, with the
amplitude &2a„) exists only between +~i~( and +21~( ex-
citons and then has to be "equally shared" among sym-
metric and antisymmetric modes. The CR and SR near
the crossing are, therefore, split into two lines with equal
intensities and the gap 28q, where 82 = la„l, is suppressed
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pF v so (Il )

is reduced by the factor of I/J2 in comparison with those
at odd-integer filling.

In summary, the proposed theory of the cyclotron reso-
nance fine structure near its crossing with the electron
spin resonance in the 2D Coulomb gas subjected to a
strong tilted magnetic field shows that the CR is com-
posed of three lines with the intensities evolving when the
filling factor changes. One is just at the unperturbed cy-
clotron resonance frequency; its relative intensity in-
creases from zero (at v= 1,2) to almost 100% with occu-
pation numbers higher than 3. The other two are chipped
by the spin-orbit interaction and their intensities undergo
a reverse evolution. After combining the results obtained
for the odd- and even-integer filling factors, we assume
that the gaps which separate these split resonances are
also filling factor dependent in such a way that they take
the value of UsopF or vsopF/J2 at v=2n+I and v=2n,
respectively, whereas the above parameter v„pF (the
zero-field spin splitting) is determined only by sheet elec-
tron density and the heterostructure material but is in-
dependent of the magnetic field. This kind of Shub-
nikov-de Haas oscillation in the CR spectrum manifests
reentrance of the 2D system into a partially spin-
polarized state and shows promise to indicate a new

by the factor of I/J2 as compared to those in Eqs. (6)
and (7) for the odd-integer filling. This statement be-
comes obvious if one takes into account the relation be-
tween kH and the zero-field Fermi momentum pF for a
fixed filling and finds that 8z =pF vso(h)/J2.

In extending our analysis to the polarized state at
higher even inte-ger filling factors, we should account for
one additional inter-Landau-level mode +„t„—it in the
basis (see Fig. I). This increases the number of excitons
being in resonance, but the appropriate choice of magne-
toplasma and spin-density waves reduces the problem to
that considered. That is, in the vicinity of crossing the
CR line acquires two weak satellites, similar to those at
odd-integer filling, whereas the crossing of magnetoplas-
ma modes +z~ and +,d with antisymmetric spin+ I exci-
ton can be ignored, because it occurs in the region of po-
larized phase instability. The CR acquires, therefore, the
same fine structure as described by Fig. 2 with the only,
though important, diA'erence that the magnitude of the
gaps b2„+2 between modes cocR and m~,

~ i/2
&so V Uso(it )

~2n+z =~n+ I (9)
2 AH

spin-density wave mode specific to this phase.
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